
 The ML Incubator consists of workshops that cover the latest trends in Data Science, AI, Machine Learning & The Cloud. Our experts
help you identify the use cases that can be effectively implemented, and how you can realize data-driven added value through them.

 Existing technical knowledge is assessed and leveraged among workshop participants. We identify your AI potential and show you how it
can be harnessed and further developed in relation to your own and your organizations' requirements.

 Our workshops are always tailored to your industry or sector, and to your specific challenges.

 We support you all the way in finding the right workshop topics and achieve your goals. You gain hands on experience by developing use
cases directly related to your own organization, or business.

 Non-technical C-level executives and leaders who believe they are also responsible for tapping into the opportunities that AI, Data 
Science and The Cloud could bring, but lack the understanding to effectively do so - for instance, decision makers and managers with 
marketing, sales, public or international sector backgrounds, who want to grasp the technology, best practices, and economics behind 
the on-going data driven Digital Transformation.

 Tech professionals wanting to further develop their skills, possibly with some form of practical experience in AI, ML or Data Science. 
Professionals interested in understanding and be able to link business problems, to relevant data-driven solutions, improving so their 
business acumen.

The ML Incubator offers a comprehensive program to train the 
executives, managers and data scientists of tomorrow 
Online, instructor-led, or classroom-based, workshops catering for non-tech & tech audiences
Our Workshops can be delivered as half day taster-sessions or over 1 to 5 days, depending on scope 

Machine Learning Incubator

Audiences - Our workshops can be tailored to...


	Our expertise is covering every aspect of transforming businesses into true Data driven organisations 
	The ML Incubator program offers a comprehensive teaching schedule to train the data scientists of tomorrow 



